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Animal moors have been found in a region famous for a series of ancient geolife called Nazca Lines, which is now considered a World Heritage Site in the Nazca desert in southern Peru. Here, Nazca Lines, which is similar to the humming bird as it looks from the plane. The Nazca (also nasca) Lines are geoglyphs located in peru's Arid
coastal area, covering an estimated 170 square miles (450 square kilometers). They scratch the ground, add up thousands and depict creatures from the natural world and the human imagination. They include animals such as spider, hummingbird, monkey, lizard, pelican and even killer whale. Also depicting plants, trees, flowers and
unusually shaped fantastic figures are also depicted. Geometric motifs such as swing lines, triangles, spirals, and rectangles are also displayed. How old are they? The vast majority of lines go back to 200 BC. n. No. 500 BC N. No. at the time when the area was inhabited by a people called Nazca. The most used lines, created with the
accumulated stone, date back to 500 BC. N. No. Who made them? The Nazca people were an ancient prehistoric culture that was successful in using engineering techniques to bring underground water to the surface for irrigation. Some theories about the purpose of the lines link them to this necessary water. One of their largest
settlements is Cahuachi, the site of the ceremony, overlooking some lines. It contains more than 40 edies, including adobe pyramids. When did they get them? Peruvian archaeologist Toribio Mejia Xesspe was the first to study and report closely on the Nazca lines after he encountered them on foot in 1927. In the 1930s, as air traffic in the
area increased, the lines became more familiar, and over time they attracted a stable flow of tourists. It is often stated that lines can only be seen from the air; But it's a myth. A 2007 study examining 1,500 drawings in the Palpa region showed that each geoglyph can be seen from the ground. Theories and the importance of the line
continues to elude researchers and remain a matter of guesswork. Ancient Naz culture was prehistoric, which means they left no written records. One idea is that they are connected to heaven by a few lines representing constellations in the night sky. Another idea is that the lines play a role in the pilgrimage, with one walking across them
to reach a sacred place such as Cahuachi and its adobe pyramids. Another idea is that lines connected to water are essential to life but difficult to get into the desert, and may have played a role in water-based rituals. In the absence of a solid archaeological conclusion, a number of theories have came out about the periphery, such as the
idea that Nazca people used balloons to observe lines with a high, something for which there is no archaeological evidence.— Owen JarusSevezno: Paul Williams/FlickrKondor, one of 70 plant and animal geoglyphs or floor drawings Peruvian Nazca line. About 250 miles south of Lima in Peru, not far from the Pacific coast, is a large Arid
plane - the site of one of the world's oldest mysteries. Over 270 square miles of flat earth, hard red earth is broken only by a series of strange buds. They are not deep - they usually break only 6 to 12 centimetres into the ground - and most are not particularly wide. Most of them go back to a leg or a few of the ground. But they're long.
Some trenches stretch as far as 30 miles and cross large parallel lines across the desert. Others turn on themselves, who are 100,000. And some don't seem to follow any visible patterns. The first travelers to come across in the 1500s thought these to be straits of roads - vast, complex roads from a passing civilisation. It wasn't until 1927
that they discovered the truth. Peruvian archaeologist Toribio Mejía Xesspe made his way into a series of nearby hills when he looked down and saw the beards in the lower valley. The desert grooves, he realized, are not at all the ruins of ancient roads. They were a set of massive images, symbols carved into the earth so large that they
were unrecognizable from the ground level. Thus began almost a century of investigation, as archaeologists and amateur enthusiasts tried to make sense of one of the world's best mysteries: the Nazca line. Have aliens created Peru's Nazca lines? Diego Delso/Wikimedia Commons Nazca biomorph, showing a monkey. Given the
astonishing size and complexity of the designs in the Peruvian basin of the Rio Grande de Nasca River, it is no surprise that supernatural interpretations of the symbols are popular. The pledges of paranormal theories argue that Nazca, the indigenous people who attributed themselves to creating lines 2,000 years ago, would not be able
to eat plans in the ground without being able to fly. Just from direct overhead, they say, some models are truly visible. Aliens are a popular choice for their assistants. Others say that Nazca has built the lines itself, but with extraterrestrial instructions, perhaps create landings and trails for space craft, or attract aliens with images large
enough to be visible from space. As evidence, lovers of foreign theory point to some of the more unusual Nazca biomorfe – the name for the eateers, which depict shapes that are in nature, such as humans, insects, birds, fish, trees and flowers. A popular example is a biomorf named astronaut, a human figure with a light bulb head like a
man in a space suit. Ilkerender/FlickrA humanoid figure nicknamed astronaut. Swiss author Erich von Däniken was convinced that some biomorfi depict aliens themselves, an idea he popularized in his 1968 book The Carriage of the Gods. The book catapulted Peruvian Nazca lines to prove itself among conspiracy theorists, and the
discovery of Nazca's bodies only fed the legend. Nazca, who the arid valley of the Rio Grande de Nasca river basin from about 100. As a therefore, archaeologists have found several well-preserved bodies – sometimes under unusual conditions. The most important is the distinct and unnatural exasming of the skull in some bodies. Then
there was the mysterious three-finger mummy, which made a splash in June 2017 when enthusiastic researchers predicted their belief that this last body might not be human. The truth about the Nazca lines of Wikimedia CommonsDeaths, an ancient civilisation that slightly predomba in the Rio Grande de Nasca basin. So did aliens play a
role in creating The Nazca lines? Probably not. Even if you believe in the existence of aliens visiting Earth, there's not much reason to suspect they were in this mystery. That's because when it comes to how nazca lines, there's really nothing left to solve. Unlike the pyramids and Stonehenge, both of which raise views on how the ancients
that built them have achieved such technologically difficult ventures, the NAZCA lines can clearly be done with the technology available before the common age. Diego Delso/Wikimedia Commons Nazca Nazca simply grabbed back the top layer of rocky soil, which for thousands of years turned a deep brownish red to reveal lighter yellow
sand beneath. The difference in color creates recognizable lines that are visible for miles. To get the shares of their models right, Nazca could create small models and then use inputs (some of which were found) and ropes to scale them. While nazca's lines look best from the plane's windows, all of them are also perfectly visible from
elevated land, such as the plane surrounding the foothills - including that of Peruvian archaeologist Xesspe he stepped up when he spotted the glife. Nazca could easily direct operations or check out much of their work from nearby hills. Even the longevity of models is easily explained. The plane, which was settled by Nazca, is so dams
that it is almost without weather conditions; low winds disrupt its soil, and average rainfall in the region is highest at 4 millimetres per year. As a result, the cereals excavated thousands of years ago remained virtually intact. During or after construction, no interference by foreigners was required. Diego Delso/Wikimedia CommonsPeru's
Nazca lines don't just show animals – this glife is a stylized tree. As for the astronaut's biomorfa, he's also known for another name: giant. It is not hard to imagine that Nazca stylized their images of humans in the same way that they distanced themselves from reality with their animals – by increasing some portions (like the head) and
shrinking others. What about the bodies? Archaeologists have a pretty good correction, too. The three-toed mummy is widely believed to be a duplicate together with the mints from the real mummified Nazca remains. Peter van der Sluijs/Wikimedia Commons Nazca Cemetery as those thieves are suspected of robbery in order to create a
three-fingered Nazca scam mummy. The exhaled skulls of nazca mummies are absolutely real - but, like the Nazca lines themselves, they are the work of human hands. Nazca has performed what archaeologists call an artificial skull deformity, a practice that involves tying the skulls of babies when they are pliable to create a modified
skull shape that lasts into adulthood. It is a practice found among ancient peoples around the world, which is said to be used as a kind of marker within a group to distinguish a tribe from aliens, or perhaps as a signal of social status within a tribe. The researchers think it is unlikely to affect cognitive ability or health. The true secret of
Peru's desert drawings by Diego Delso/Wikimedia Commons Nazca upodaba the kite. While it is clear how Nazca's Peruvian lines were made, one thing remains a mystery: why? In the years since their discovery, archaeologists have been sympathetic to astronomical explanations. Paul Kosok and Maria Reiche, some of the most
powerful to study the lines, assumed that the grooves were made to show places on the horizon where the sun and moon would rise and go on important holidays, like a giant calendar. Geoglyphs are thought to represent earthly constellations like those in the night sky. In recent years, however, scholars have begun to question
astronomical interpretations of the mark, suggesting that most lines are not easily tied to celestial events. An aerial view of some of the new lines recently discovered with the help of drones. ... Johan Reinhard thinks it's more likely that the lines were markers of religious rituals, especially those that are at the center of the water. In such a
dry climate, water would be a concern for Nazco - an overheath that some archaeologists see in the biomorphs that ancient humans chose to carve into the earth. Diego Delso/Wikimedia CommonsA stylized hummingbird of impressive size. Spiders are associated with rain in many Andean cultures, and animals such as monkeys and
hummingbirds would appear in nearby jungles - where the water was extensive. It's almost impossible to know why Nazc built the lines without more evidence. But the researchers hope that with the advent of new technology, especially high-tech drones like the ones peruvian archaeologists used to detect 50 new lines in 2018, they
answered just around the corner. All it takes is a fresh perspective. After getting to know the mysterious Nazca lines of Peru, read why some people think the Ancient Sumerians were visited by aliens. Then unlock the secrets of Georgie Guidestones, an American stonehenge. Stonehenge.
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